Aiming at the difficulty of air leakage detection in the sintering process of the sintering furnace, especially the problems of high detection cost and poor timeliness of detection results when traditional methods are used for detection, we propose an air leakage rate prediction algorithm. Firstly, we use the particle swarm optimization algorithm to optimize the initial parameters of the neural network based on back propagation and get the best set of initial parameters through continuous search. Secondly, the optimized parameters are substituted into the neural network to train them with training data, and the trained parameters are obtained. Finally, the air leakage rate of the test set data is predicted by using the trained parameters. Compared with traditional calculation methods such as gas analysis and calorimetry, the proposed method can greatly simplify the detection process, shorten the detection time, and control the error within 5%, allowing the user to deal with the air leakage problem more timely and improve the overall sintering quality.

1. Introduction

With the development of the iron and steel industries, the demand for iron ore is increasing day by day. However, there is less and less rich ore that can be smelted directly into the furnace, so a large number of poor ore resources must be mined and used [1–4]. Direct smelting of lean ore into the furnace will worsen the production index of the blast furnace and reduce the economic benefit. Therefore, lean ore needs to be treated by beneficiation to select concentrate with high iron content, and fine ore produced in the mining and processing of concentrate and rich ore can only be used for blast furnace ironmaking after being lumped.

Iron ore powder agglomeration methods currently mainly include sintering and pelleting. The production of pellets requires fine-grained concentrates and requires gas or liquid fuel for roasting. It has strong adaptability and can not only produce sintered ore with coarse-grained rich ore powder and concentrate, but also process industrial iron-containing wastes. Due to the dominance of the production of iron ore powder agglomeration, sintered ore accounts for 70% to 90% of the total iron-containing raw materials entering the furnace [5–8]. Therefore, sinter has always been the main raw material for blast furnace ironmaking. It mainly determines the technical and economic indicators of blast furnace smelting production [9–13]. In blast furnace ironmaking, the use ratio of sinter basically accounts for about 75% of the blast furnace burden and more than 70% of the blast furnace ironmaking cost and energy consumption. Therefore, the technical and economic indicators and quality of sintering production play a decisive role in the cost and effect of the blast furnace.

It can be seen that in the modern steel production process, sintering plays an irreplaceable role as an important link in providing raw materials for ironmaking blast furnaces in modern iron and steel production [14–20]. Using the sintering method to produce sinter not only solves the problem of fine ore ironmaking but also improves the
metallurgical properties of iron-containing raw materials, so that the production index and economic benefits of the blast furnace are obviously improved [21–25]. At present, the most commonly used sintering equipment in sintering production at home and abroad is the belt sintering machine, which provides most of the high-quality man-made rich ore required for the production of ironmaking blast furnaces. From the perspective of energy saving and environmental protection, the biggest disadvantage of the sintering machine is that its air leakage rate is high, resulting in diffuse noise in the vast space around the equipment.

During the sintering process, the negative pressure of the system will inevitably lead to a certain degree of air leakage between the material surface gap and the sidewall of the trolley, so that the air enters the sintering system from the position with poor sealing performance of the equipment, and at the same time reduces the working negative pressure of the sintering system [26–30].

The main causes of air leakage in sintering machines are (1) the gaps between trolleys and trolleys, between baffles and baffles, and between trolley grate bars and baffle pins; (2) the air leakage of the air duct and compensator of the small bellows is due to the rapid wear due to high temperature, air pumping, material scouring, and other reasons; (3) the sintering machine bellows head and tail. Under the action of high negative pressure in the large flue, a large amount of air is pumped into the head and tail spring sealing cover plates and the slideways on both sides; (4) wear air leakage of each connecting flange, pipeline, and bellows of the main exhaust system. More details of the air leakage of the sintering machine are referred to in [31].

The effective air volume per unit area of the sintering trolley reduces the output of the sintering machine and the quality of the sintered ore. The lower the unit effective air volume of the sintering system, the less sintered ore output there will be. In the sintering process, the electricity consumed by the fan accounts for more than 70% of the total electricity. If the air leakage rate is too high, the effective power of the fan will be greatly reduced. A large amount of air leakage not only affects the electricity consumption, but also affects the effective utilization of energy in the sintering process, and reduces the production efficiency, finally increasing the energy consumption in sintering production and the production cost of sinter. Finally, the consumption of energy in sintering production and the production cost of sinter have increased. The practice of some sintering plants has proved that the output can be increased by 6% when the air leakage rate is reduced by 10%, the power consumption can be reduced by 2 kWh per ton of sinter, the coke powder can be reduced by 1 kg/t, and the finished product rate can be increased by 1.5%–2.0% [32–34]. Therefore, one of the most direct and effective ways to increase production, reduce consumption, and increase economic benefits in the sintering production process is to control the air leakage rate.

At present, the air leakage rate of various types of sintering equipment is generally about 50%, and the air leakage rate of some advanced enterprises is 40–45% during normal production. The difference in air leakage indicators of different enterprises is affected by various factors, but the main reason is that real-time online monitoring of air leakage cannot be performed, and then it is impossible to accurately determine the air leakage part of the sintering machine and carry out maintenance, which has become a common problem in the sintering industry. At present, the measurement of the air leakage rate of the sintering equipment is a general manual operation, which has a long measurement period and consumes more manpower and material resources, and the measurement results are greatly affected by production operation and working conditions [35]. If online monitoring can be realized, it will be of great help in the analysis of production status, operation, scheduling decision-making, and equipment maintenance. Both the oxygen content method and the colorimetric method can realize online detection and have been used in some factories [36]. The oxygen content method involves analyzing the air leakage rate of the sintering equipment system by detecting the oxygen content of the flue gas in the sintering flue. The oxygen content is detected by a zirconia analyzer, which is installed between the electrostatic precipitator and the bellows [37]. The principle of the calorimetric method is that the heat reserve change of exhaust gas leaving the system plus the heat loss of the system is equal to the heat of exhaust gas entering the system. To establish a heat balance formula, measure the temperature through thermocouples and calculate the air leakage rate according to the formula. Using deep learning to calculate the air leakage rate only requires a few easy-to-measure data points such as ignition temperature, airflow, and discharge temperature to calculate a more accurate air leakage rate [38]. The biggest advantage of neural networks is that they can continuously learn and improve to adapt to the prediction of air leakage rate under various conditions. A more rapid and accurate calculation of air leakage rate enables faster processing and maintenance, thereby improving production efficiency.

2. Proposed PSO-BP Combinatorial Model

In this section, we will firstly introduce the backpropagation (BP) based neural network model. Then, the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm used in this study is described. Finally, the proposed PSO-BP combinatorial model is presented.

2.1. BP Neural Network Model. The BP neural network [39] is widely used in industrial control, and the basic idea of its model is to make real-time adjustments to the network weights by analyzing the network output error and gradient information, to further bring the network output closer and closer to the expected value. The BP neural network prediction model established in this paper uses the temperature and negative pressure data of 15 sintering processes to predict the air leakage rate, including ignition temperature, sintering machine speed, material layer thickness, and waste temperature. A complete neural network consists of three parts: an input layer, a hidden layer, and an output layer [40]. Figure 1 shows the structure of
the BP neural network used in this paper. $x_1 \sim x_{15}$ in the figure represents the input layer of the neural network; $w_1 \sim w_{15}$ represents the node weight of the input layer; $y_1 \sim y_7$ represents the node weight of the hidden layer; $o$ is the output layer. In the neural network constructed by the algorithm used in this paper, the input layer includes 15 nodes whose actual meanings are ignition temperature, sintering machine speed, material layer thickness, waste temperature, etc. The prediction result of the air leakage rate of sintering equipment is the output layer, the number of hidden layer nodes selected according to the empirical formula $b = \sqrt{m + n + a}$, where $m$ is the number of input nodes, $n$ is the number of output nodes, $a$ is a constant, and here we set it to 3. Therefore, the final number of hidden layer nodes $b$ is 7.

As shown in the three-layer BP network above, the output $H_j$ of the hidden layer is given in Equation (1):

$$H_j = g \left( \sum_{i=1}^{m} w_{ij} x_i + a_j \right). \quad (1)$$

The output of the output layer is shown in Equation (2):

$$O_k = \sum_{j=1}^{b} H_j w_{jk} + b_k. \quad (2)$$

In this paper, the error formula is taken as Equation (3):

$$E = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{k=1}^{n} (Y_k - O_k)^2. \quad (3)$$

The update formula of the weight is given in Equation (4):

$$\begin{align*}
    w_{ij} &= w_{ij} + \eta H_j (1 - H_j) x_i \sum_{k=1}^{m} w_{jk} \epsilon_k, \\
    w_{jk} &= w_{jk} + \eta H_j \epsilon_k.
\end{align*} \quad (4)$$

BP neural network training is roughly divided into two processes: forward propagation and back propagation. After the forward propagation is completed, the error between the target value and the actual value is calculated, and then the internal weights and thresholds are continuously updated and adjusted through the back propagation of the error until the error is less than the initial set accuracy value. The training is completed, and the parameters can be used to predict air leakage rates [41]. The BP neural network is a kind of single-hidden-layer feedforward neural network. The weight and threshold of the network are iterated continuously by the gradient descent method, and finally, the data regression and classification are completed. However, in the initial state, the weights and thresholds of the network are arbitrarily set, and the system batching and control parameters
will be adjusted with the change of process requirements, which will lead to the difficulty of achieving optimal accuracy all the time. Therefore, this paper introduces the PSO algorithm to optimize the internal parameters to ensure that the prediction model is always in the optimal state.

Compared with other optimization algorithms, the PSO algorithm has the following advantages when optimizing neural networks: (1) for non-convex optimization problems such as neural network training, the stochastic optimization algorithm will have a stronger ability to explore the solution set space. (2) As a meta-heuristic algorithm, the implementation of PSO is relatively simple, and the calculation process is separated from the problem model. Many known modules of generic and meta-heuristic algorithms can be added to the PSO algorithm to improve its efficiency. (3) PSO is friendly to distributed computing and can effectively improve computing power. (4) Its speed updating mechanism, inertia, and other factors can be used to optimize the parameters of benchmarking neural networks for continuous optimization problems.

2.2. PSO Algorithm. The PSO algorithm [42] is a kind of swarm intelligence optimization algorithm that simulates individual birds through particles, the flow chart of which is presented in Figure 2. Particles communicate and cooperate with each other, constantly feeding back on their position and speed and updating them to find the optimal target solution.

Assuming that there is a $D-$ dimensional feasible space, the particle population number is $N$.

In the decision space, the current position of the $i$-th particle can be expressed as Equation (5):

$$x_i = (x_{i1}, x_{i2}, \cdots, x_{iD}),$$

(5)
where the particle $x_i$ in this study represents one component ($w_i$) of the initial parameter $w$ of the neural network. Each $x_{ij}$ of a particle represents the $w_{ij}$ after $j$-th perturbation, and $D$ is the predefined time for perturbation.

The current velocity of the $i$-th particle is Equation (6):

$$v_i = (v_{i1}, v_{i2}, \ldots, v_{iD}).$$

(6)

The best individual position of the $i$-th particle is Equation (7):

$$P_{best} = (P_{i1}, P_{i2}, \ldots, P_{iD}).$$

(7)

The global optimal value in the whole search space is Equation (8):

$$g_{best} = (g_1, g_2, \ldots, g_D).$$

(8)

$$v^{k+1}_{id} = w_{id}^k + c_1 r_1 (P_{id}^k - x_{id}^k) + c_2 r_2 (P^k_{gD} - x_{id}^k),$$

(9)

$$x^{k+1}_{id} = x_{id}^k + v^{k+1}_{id}.$$  

(10)

At the same time, the velocity and position of the particles are updated according to the optimal value of each particle’s feedback and the optimal value of the whole population [43]. The specific update formulas are shown in Equation (9) and Equation (10). In the formula: $i$ represents the particle number; $v^{k+1}_{id}$ represents the speed of the particle at the next moment; $w$ represents the inertia weight; $v_{id}$ represents the speed of the particle at the current moment; $c_1$, $c_2$ represent the learning factors; $r_1$, $r_2$ represent any numbers between $[0, 1]$; $P^k_{gD}$ represents the current optimal position of the particle; $P^k_{id}$ represents the global optimal position of the particle; $x^k_{id}$ represents the current position of the particle; $x^{k+1}_{id}$ represents the next moment position of the particle [44].

2.3. Proposed PSO-BP Combinatorial Model. When a single BP neural network model is trained, the parameters such as initial weight and threshold are random, and then they are gradually modified in the iterative process. The initial parameters may have some negative effects on the training speed and training results, so we use a particle swarm optimization algorithm to optimize the initial parameters to improve the neural network [45].

Firstly, we use a few particles to simulate our initial parameters, assign the initial values, and then send them to the constructed network for an iteration. The initial loss of this training can be obtained, recorded, and set as the individual optimal value of the particle. Then, the position of the particle is updated according to the formula of velocity and position defined in Equations (9) and (10). After that, the loss is calculated again, so that the historical minimum loss, which represents the historical optimal position of the particle, will be updated. Multiple particles are searched at the same time, and the position is constantly changed to find the optimal position until the iterative conditions are met and the search stops. The optimal position found by particle swarm optimization is the best initial parameter value of the network, and then it is substituted into the BP neural network for training, and the final result is obtained. The flow chart of the PSO-BP [46] model establishment is shown in Figure 3.

3. Experimental Results and Analysis

A total of 1121 groups of air leakage rate data were collected in the experiment, among which the first 1010 groups of data were used to train the network, and the last 111 groups of data were used to test the training results. The exact values in the experiment are accurately measured by gas composition analysis [47], which is used to compare with our predicted data. The maximum iteration time of the BP neural network is 1000, the error accuracy is 0.05, the learning rate is 0.001, and the activation function is selected as logsig. At the same time, in the PSO algorithm,
the parameter $c_1 = c_2 = 1.5$, the velocity boundary is $[-1, 1]$, and the position boundary is $[-5, 5]$. The parameter $D$ is set to 20, which indicates the maximum number of searches of the particle swarm algorithm. The definition of the regression coefficient is shown in Equation (11), and the value range is $[0, 1]$. The larger the value, the better the regression effect of the sample. In Equation (11): $n$ represents the number of samples; $x_i$, $y_i$ represents the sample data; $\bar{x}$, $\bar{y}$ represents the sample mean.

$$R = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \bar{x})(y_i - \bar{y})}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \bar{x})^2 \times \sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_i - \bar{y})^2}}.$$  \tag{11}
Figure 4 shows the scatter plot of the predicted and actual values of air leakage rate trained by a single BP network model, and the regression coefficient at this time is $R = 0.764908$. From the training results, each test sample cannot effectively fit the actual value completely, and the accuracy still needs to be improved. Therefore, the combined model after the BP network is optimized by introducing the PSO algorithm is being studied.

Figure 5 shows the scatter plot of the actual value and the predicted value after the BP neural network is optimized by the PSO algorithm. The regression coefficient is $R = 0.923661$. It can be seen from the figure that the proposed model has good fitting ability.

To better understand the superiority of the proposed combined model prediction, the PSO-BP model is compared with the single BP neural network model, and the results are shown in Figures 6 and 7. According to Figures 6 and 7, it can be seen that the proposed BP neural network model optimized by the PSO algorithm has greatly improved the prediction accuracy. Because of the randomness of weights and thresholds in the BP network at the initial stage, the parameters are not optimal, so the optimal values of the particle population are searched for by the particle swarm optimization algorithm, and the optimal weights and thresholds in the network are calculated. The optimized parameters are then re-sent to the BP network for training and prediction, and the results are greatly improved. The latter parameters are sent back to the BP network for training and prediction, and the results have been greatly improved.

To further verify the accuracy of the prediction, an error indicator can be introduced for further verification. The commonly used error indicators include root mean square error, average absolute error, and average absolute percentage error. Therefore, this paper uses these three evaluation indicators to evaluate the superiority of the model. The comparison of evaluation indicators is shown in Table 1. From the table, it can be clearly seen that the error index after the combination of the two models has been greatly improved based on the original single model, which provides an effective basis for verifying the accuracy of the combined model proposed in this paper.

### 4. Conclusions

This paper aims to solve the problem of air leakage in the sintering process of the sintering furnace. We propose a neural network model based on PSO-BP and conduct a series of comparative experiments with the ordinary BP neural network model. The experimental results indicate that we have found promising weights and thresholds for the proposed neural network model through the designed optimization.
method, where the regression coefficient of the training results is significantly improved. In addition, the indicator results referring to RMSE, MAE, and MAPE have demonstrated that the accuracy of the proposed PSO-BP neural network model has increased by 23.607%, 19.414%, and 19.267%, respectively, in comparison with the traditional BP neural network model. At present, this algorithm still has some shortcomings. The training of the BP neural network is often stagnant in the flat area of the error gradient surface, and the convergence speed is slow and may even fail to converge. We plan to improve it in the future by adapting the learning rate, increasing the learning rate where the error gradient is flat, and decreasing it otherwise, so that the algorithm can converge better.
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